Lockdown Lowdown.
Issue 6 of M.i. Media's round-up of the latest market, industry and media trends
As restrictions are lifted further and we see non-essential shops re-open. We continue to scour the
market for the best in consumer behaviour, business and media news. We explore all of the latest
trends in M.i. Media’s sixth edition of Lockdown Lowdown.

UK ad market set to shrink by 8.9% in 2020
UK Adsales will shrink to £20.5bn according to IPG Mediabrands latest Global Ad Forecast.
The slump will come primarily from a drop in "linear" ad sales of 23% to £5.2bn, with TV down 17%,
radio 24%, print 27%, out-of-home 28% and cinema, which has faced a total shutdown for the past
three months. The outlook for 2021 is one of partial recovery, with total growth projected of 7.7%,
although as whole will remain smaller than 2019.
For those clients actively (or thinking about) investing through this period, there remains a real
opportunity to drive outstanding media value, and activation of new channels to continue to
reach, engage and sell to their core and emerging audiences.

Ad industry says brands should speak out about Black
Lives Matter
In a Campaign reader poll, 58% of advertising, media and marketing staff said brands should speak
out about Black Lives Matter. Of the 1,000+ campaign users who took part, close to one quarter
(23%) said advertisers should not say anything about the anti-racist movement and a smaller
proportion (19%) said they didn’t know.
Some brands have come under fire in recent weeks, either from supporters of Black Lives Matter
who believe the companies’ words do not always align with their actions on racial equality, or from
critics who think the companies should refrain from comment.

Are Brits too Scared to visit Shops?
Recent research carried out by EY and reported in CityAM indicates that, even though shops across the
country are getting prepped to open their doors again, consumers may be too anxious to venture in.
The research, carried out by EY, suggested that 45% of UK consumers believe the way they shop over the
next one to two years will change, with 64% saying they expect to go shopping less frequently, but will
spend more when they do.

Consumers vow to shop more online even after
lockdown

With UK shops reopening from the 15th of June, two in
five UK shoppers say that they will make more frequent
online purchases once lockdown ends. 59% of 25-36
year olds have confirmed, according to a survey by
Dynata, to increase their online shopping habits and 42%
of 36-45 year olds and 31% of 56-65 year olds vowed to
do the same. This suggests that Covid-19 will have a
lasting and permanent impact on the acceleration of
ecommerce and on the future of physical stores.

Lockdown TV: What habits will stick as we leave
lockdown?
Thinkbox commissioned Ipsos MORI to conduct a new real-time study following 12 households
across the UK as their routines, needs and viewing habits change week by week.
TV viewing has soared since lockdown (+24%). As lockdown eases there will inevitably be less time
for viewing but some habits, particularly shared family viewing are likely to stick.

Channel 4 Sales launches £3m airtime fund for new-toTV advertisers.
Hot on the heels of Sky’s own programme, Channel 4 have
announced the launch of 4Sales’ Greenhouse Fund. The new
initiative will offer small and medium sized businesses that
have never advertised on TV before match-funded
commercial airtime across Channel 4’s portfolio.

Device Usage during Lockdown

Google Chrome usage on desktop has grown by 23%, heavily impacted by changing habits caused
by the lockdown. Therefore, we are seeing consumers turning away from smaller screens and
choosing more spacious laptop and desktop environments. Even channels such as Youtube have
seen desktop usage increase by nearly 15%, whereas Mobile has maintained a similar level as it was
before lockdown, decreasing only a negligible amount. We are expecting May and June device
statistics to provide a clearer indication of the validity of the existing data, with a marginal increase in
desktop usage expected.

TikTok becomes a contender for the most popular app
amongst 4-15 year olds

A report by Qustodio (an App safety developer) has found that children are splitting their app usage
more liberally between YouTube, Netflix,TikTok, and mobile game apps, marking a slip in YouTube’s
once overwhelming popularity amongst the 4-15 demographic.
TikTok spurred a 100% increase in child social media app usage in 2019, and again by 200% in
2020, emerging as the greatest threat to the Google-owned video-sharing platform for this
audiences internet minutes.
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